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Tree Frog Games




Computer game development courses





Get Start




Learn More
























Why Our Courses?











Training with mentors




Mentoring is more effective than self-study or lecture courses. The student learns to find his own solutions to problems, and the mentor helps and guides the student, immediately controlling the quality of the code.

















Training on the project




There are no boring lectures and abstract tasks in our programming courses. We teach students on real projects in which a real software product is created.

















Real Life Tasks




In our courses, students are not solving problems from a textbook or digital training course, but are working with real-world problems that they will encounter in the future.








































 About US  




For those who want to develop a career in computer game development – a new course in game development.
Computer game development has grown from a hobby of enthusiasts into a huge industry. Video games can be very different, from simple mobile application to huge media product with million budget.
So if you love computer games and dream to create them, our new course for developers is for you.





Get started






























Developing board games




Our new basic course for board game developers is designed for those who enter the industry from scratch. Our goal is to give future developers a general idea of the industry specifics and sufficient knowledge for employment. With this knowledge a developer can develop further in one of several possible directions.
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Career Counselling




If you have difficulty in determining your next path of development in IT or you are just starting your career and do not know where to start, or you want to change the type of activity have certain skills and do not know what to do, we offer you help in the form of career counseling
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Educational Process






































You may also be interested in courses















Lego Mindstorms Robotics











Animation and 3D graphics











C/C++ programming
















We cooperate with companies such as










Over 30% of the UK online gambling market is online. That’s why we made a guide dedicated to Non Gamstop casinos in the UK.











The latest list of no deposit casino UK with a full review of the advantages and disadvantages you can find at Drbet casino and choose the best for you











Experience the thrill of gaming with CZC – your gateway to the finest Dutch casino sites.











Enjoy Andar Bahar online slots with Parimatch. Check game rules, winning strategy and many more!











This is a nice social multiplayer game consisting of an increasing curve that can crash anytime.



















Discover the list of games that pay real money in South Africa at CasinoHEX and win real cash while playing.
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		What Software is Used in Casino Games


12/29/2022If you’ve ever wondered what software is used in casino games, wonder no more! In this blog post, we’ll take a look at some of the most popular casino gaming software platforms and explore their features. From online slots to table games, there’s a lot to learn about how these platforms work – so let’s get started!



Casino games are created with software that is designed to be fair and random



Casino games are incredibly popular, and for good reason; they provide hours of entertainment. While it might seem as though luck plays a big factor in winning, the truth is that casino games are designed using sophisticated software to be fair and random – meaning everyone has the same chance of coming out on top! Developed with skill and accuracy, these algorithms help maintain an element of surprise while ensuring that each player gets a fair shake. Thanks to this system, no one can ever have an advantage or try to game the system; this allows players to trust the online casino game playing experience when choosing their favorite digital game.



This software is tested by independent agencies to ensure that it is working properly



Playing at 1$ deposit casinos is a great way to enjoy some gaming without breaking the bank – but it is important to ensure that the software you’re using is functioning properly. This can be nerve-wracking, especially if you’ve never used 1$ deposit casinos before. Fortunately, 1$ deposit casinos that are reputable use independent agencies to thoroughly test their software, so players can feel confident that these establishments are reliable and safe. With tested software from 1$ deposit casinos, gamers can relax and look forward to a pleasant, secure gaming experience.



The most popular casino games, such as slots, roulette, and blackjack, are all powered by this type of software



Casino games, such as slots, roulette, and blackjack, are some of the best-loved entertainment in the casino world. It is well known that these games are all powered by specialized software, designed to create an experience similar to a live casino environment. This software is extremely advanced and allows for an immersive experience where you can take your favorite casino game from just a collection of numbers on a screen to a full-fledged virtual gaming experience complete with stunning visuals, realistic sounds and effects, as well as other cool features. And thanks to this type of software, online game rooms are allowing players from all over the world to enjoy their favourite games quickly and conveniently.



Casino game developers are always coming up with new ways to make their games more exciting and engaging for players



The reverse is also true as well! Casino game developers are consistently working hard to make sure their existing games are kept competitive by improving the graphics, gameplay and adding new levels or bonuses. They often take risks with innovative ideas which can result in games that become viral hits and can be introduced across many casinos, generating significant returns for both the casino and developer. This commitment to constant development means even long-time players of a particular game will still find it enjoyable as they discover something fresh each time they play – making an act as old as gambling just as exciting it ever was.



Some of the latest innovations in casino gaming software include virtual reality technology and 3D graphics



In recent years, casino gaming software has made huge strides in its technological advancements. Incorporating virtual reality and 3D graphics have upped the ante when it comes to the level of sophistication and immersion that these games provide. It’s no longer a matter of tiringly pushing buttons on a screen – now, it feels almost like being in an actual casino thanks to implemented technologies. Players can enjoy more realistic animations and modern sound effects for a truly captivating experience. With predictive intelligence and smarter algorithms, the levels of excitement at casinos are rising to new heights.



Casino games are powered by software that is designed to be fair and random. This software is tested by independent agencies to ensure that it is working properly. The most popular casino games, such as slots, roulette, and blackjack, are all powered by this type of software. Casino game developers are always coming up with new ways to make their games more exciting and engaging for players. Some of the latest innovations in casino gaming software include virtual reality technology and 3D graphics....

Read more...


	Which Course is Best for Game Developer


12/28/2022Choosing the right course to become a game developer can be tricky. There are many factors to consider, such as your experience level, budget, and desired game genres. In this blog post, we’ll help you choose the best course for your needs so that you can start learning how to develop video games! Keep reading to find out more.



If you want to be a game developer, there are many different courses you can take



Becoming a game developer can be a challenging and rewarding career. Fortunately, there are many courses available so you can develop the skills needed for this line of work. You can opt for traditional courses in computer science and mathematics, or pursue more specialized game design courses to gain the knowledge you will need to be successful in this field. Additionally, certifications in programming languages like HTML and JavaScript may help set you apart from other applicants when competing for a job. Without question, taking these courses is essential on the path towards becoming a game developer. Putting in the hard work now will surely pay off as you begin your career in the future.



Some courses focus on programming, while others focus on design or art



Courses that focus on programming provide a valuable skillset for today’s digital world. Programming can enable people to develop software, create apps and control robotics. Professionals who specialize in this field must have the ability to think logically and innovatively. On the other hand, courses that focus on design or art require different kinds of skills. An eye for detail is crucial in design, as well as a good understanding of balance, colour and texture. Artistic courses also require creative problem solving abilities as they give you the know-how to invent new art forms. All these unique skills are essential in our rapidly changing digital world, allowing us to explore new ideas and innovate with technology.



There is no one “best” course for game developers, as each person has their own strengths and weaknesses



It can be hard to decide which course to pursue as a game developer; after all, there is no one-size-fits-all solution. Different people have different skills, interests and experiences, so it’s important to choose the course that best fits your individual circumstances and goals. The best way to find that course is to do research on various options available in your area and talk to those who have already pursued a specific course or program. To many game developers, finding their niche may require taking a few different educational paths before the perfect technique or software emerges as a strong point of expertise. It’s never too late to seek new knowledge, hone skills and take any number of courses in pursuit of becoming the best game developer you can be!



However, some courses may be better suited for certain types of game development than others



Coursework writing can be an important factor when it comes to game development. Depending on what type of game you are trying to create, the course syllabus should reflect the necessary skills and knowledge needed to do so. For example, a course that covers game theory may provide insight into how different game types reward players whereas a course in level design can help create immersive experiences within the game. Ultimately, it is important to ensure coursework is tailored to the type of game you plan to develop as this can be essential for creating engaging and successful titles.



It’s important to do your research and figure out which course is best for you and your goals



When you’re looking for the right course for yourself and your goals, it’s essential to take time to do the research. Knowing your options can make sure that you find something that is suitable for what you want to accomplish. Studying courses from different universities or colleges can help narrow down the choices and lead to finding a curriculum that fits with your interests and ambitions. Researching prior to enrollment can be a great way to ensure an optimal outcome and make sure that your goals are within reach. Ultimately, doing the appropriate research will be certain that you’ve chosen a course best suited for yourself and your objectives!



If you want to become a game developer, there are many different courses you can take. Some focus on programming, while others focus on design or art. There is no one “best” course for game developers, as each person has their own strengths and weaknesses. However, some courses may be better suited for certain types of game development than others. It’s important to do your research and figure out which course is best for you and your goals....

Read more...





		7 Ways You Can Become a Pro Computer Game Developer


08/08/2022The gaming industry continues to grow and gain popularity. Millions worldwide play mobile games on their phones, tablets, and computers. As a result, more people pursue video game development as a career option. Learning game development is exciting because you will be able to create your games or modify existing ones.



If you are passionate about games, you should have no problem learning how to create them. You can find free online tutorials on building a simple game or an entire game with all sorts of settings like difficulty level, platform type, etc. But if you want to go further than this and become a pro, you will need additional training.



Let’s explore how to become a pro computer game developer.



Learn How to Code



To become a professional game developer, you’ll need to learn how to code. So first, try to learn how to code using HTML and CSS. This will give you an understanding of game development and what you need to create games.



You can start and learn everything from scratch, or you can start with an existing framework (such as Unity) and learn the basics of coding. Unfortunately, this is something that many people struggle with, and it can take a long time before they master the skill. But if you want to be successful at it, you need to know how to code.



Learn Programming



To become a pro computer game developer, you must know how to program. Learning how to program will help you understand how all aspects work together and allow you to create new games that your audience will love playing!



The best way to learn to program is by taking computer game development courses. Acquire knowledge about different aspects of programming before you start creating games. Each game requires different kinds of programming languages, tools, and techniques. 



Take a Course



A local community college or university course might be the best route. You can check out online game development courses like Tree Frog Games. You’ll learn computer programming and topics like object-oriented programming and artificial intelligence.



Many courses teach you how to code for games and other platforms. However, if you’re looking for a specific language, there is a course for that too. Once you’ve taken the course, you’ll be able to learn about different programming languages and how they work together to make computer games.



Read & Watch Tutorial Videos



A great way of learning how to code is by watching YouTube videos. You can find many tutorials on topics like programming languages and game development. Becoming a pro game developer takes dedication, patience, and hard work. 



Tutorials will help you develop your way of doing things when it comes to making games and becoming a better player.



Use Free Tools



The best way to start making games is by using free tools. These tools are open-source, meaning they’re free to use and modify by anyone. In addition, they come with hundreds of built-in scripts that you can use to create games. You can also download scripting languages like Lua, JavaScript, and Python to make your scripts.



The best way to learn how to develop games is through trial and error. Hundreds of free tools will help you get started, and they’re all available on the internet. If you want to know what tools are available for free, check out websites like Google or Reddit for lists of them. 



Practice and More Practice



The best way for anyone who wants to be successful at anything is to practice! Whether playing games or making websites, repeatedly practicing until you get good at it will help your confidence.



You’ll find that there are many ways you can learn about new technologies and how to work with them effectively. In addition, this practice will help build up your skillset as an aspiring programmer. There are plenty of resources to practice your game development skills. 



Join an Online Community



If you want to get started in computer game development, join a community of people who share your interests. Many communities have forums where you can ask questions and talk with other aspiring game developers. In addition, your community will help you with your projects or offer tips and answers to any projects or issues you may encounter.







Joining a community also helps with networking and improving your skillsets. You will learn new things about game development and grow your confidence.



Get Started Today



The gaming world has many opportunities to build a career and improve your earnings. If you’re looking to enter this industry, there are many ways you can do so. If you have the skills and knowledge, becoming a professional game developer is possible. Many jobs are available in this field, but they all require different skills and experience levels. Nevertheless, you can learn how to become a computer game developer with some determination and dedication....

Read more...


	7 Strategies to Improve Your Online Gaming Experience


08/08/2022Online gaming is a lucrative industry, and it’s growing every day. This is because it offers many benefits to the players, such as playing anywhere you want, anytime you want, and getting paid for doing so.



There are many games and sites to choose from, with exciting graphics, features, and sound effects. For example, you can make money from the comfort of your home by playing online casino games. In addition, with the rising popularity of cryptocurrencies, you can now use your crypto to play across different sites.



While winning is not guaranteed, you can apply some strategies to improve your online gaming experience.



Learn the Game



If you’re a newbie to online gaming, the first thing that you need to do is learn about the basics of the game. You can also watch tutorials or ask other players on the site.



Learning the game is an essential part of the online casino experience. Most online casinos will provide a link to their website, where you can know precisely how to play each game. The more knowledge you have about these games, the better your chance of winning money.



Leverage on Bonuses and Loyalty Programs



Some sites offer bonuses and loyalty programs for customers. You can use these bonuses to perfect your skills and experiment with different games. In addition, some sites offer rewards if you sign up with them. This can be as simple as a £5 free chip in your first deposit or a £1,000 welcome bonus on your first deposit.



The best sites will offer bonuses and promotions to help you improve your game. Leverage on no deposit bonus not on Gamstop, make significant savings, and use your bonuses to win big. You will have no risk using these bonuses because they will not require you to make any deposits. Check out the site’s bonus offers before you start playing.



Ensure Your Computer Is Fast Enough for High-end Games



Gaming should be fun, but it can also be frustrating. For example, you’ll get frustrated and quit if you’re playing a game that takes too long to load up or the controls don’t work well.



To avoid this, ensure your computer is fast enough for high-end games. If your computer isn’t running at top speed, consider upgrading your computer. This will improve your gaming experience. If possible, buy a laptop with more RAM than required for the task.



Know Your Limits and Stick to Your Budget



Remember not to be overconfident in your abilities because it will come back to haunt you later! Before jumping into any new game or website, set limits on what you’re willing to spend. 



Start by setting a budget for yourself for each game. This will help determine how much time and money you should be spending on your gaming sessions.



Limit your gameplay time, and set a budget for yourself. This will help you stay within your budget without overspending. If you are a beginner, try sticking to lower-stakes games until you get comfortable with them.



Have Positive Mindset and Be Patient



To keep your gaming experience as positive as possible, try not to get upset when things don’t go your way in games. Online gambling is competitive, but there is no need to panic if you lose even a bit of money first. 



You should try not to get frustrated when something doesn’t go as planned, especially when it comes down to winning at these games. With practice, patience and determination, you’ll be able to build up your bankroll faster than you think possible.



Practice Responsible Gambling



Gambling is great entertainment and fun, but it can also be addictive. Many people have lost their homes and families because of their gambling habits. You should never forget that when you play games online, it’s not just about winning money. Instead, it’s about spending time with friends or family members and enjoying yourself in the process of playing games online.



It’s easy to get distracted when playing online games, but it’s important not to overdo it. When playing online games, try not to play for more than 2-3 hours at a time in one sitting. Constantly checking your phone or laptop can also be distracting and lead to addiction.



Play with Reputable Sites



Many reputable sites offer the best online casino games. This is because they have a good reputation and are known for their security measures. When you choose a reputable site, you will play without worrying about losing your money or someone stealing it. 



Find a site where you feel comfortable playing and where you feel like they are trustworthy. A reputation is the most important thing to look for in a gaming site. Look for sites that have been around and offer good value and a good reputation. Understanding how the sites work and what they offer is also important before trying them out.







Have a Great Gaming Experience



You will indeed have a fantastic gaming experience using the tips above. Experiment with different games and sites, learn the game, and ensure you stick to your budget and play in moderation. Look for bonuses and promotions to learn the games and win some spins or cash. Sign up for a site and start playing today....

Read more...


















Register for a course




You leave an application and our manager contacts you. You take an express test, and then you get your first assignment. The period of training depends on how much time you will devote to study. And at the end you will have work experience and a project in your portfolio.





register now
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